Home Learning Projects
Hello to everyone at home from all the teachers at The Trinity Federation and Morville School.
During this shut down we would like to offer all our pupils the opportunity to continue learning from home on
specially written, national curriculum linked ‘Learning Projects’ which we are posting under the same heading
on our school websites. Teachers have already created the first week of activities and will continue to add
content for each new week. Week One will be available to open on Monday 23 rd March. We hope the children
will enjoy completing the projects.
We ask parents to consider the following:
●The Learning Projects cannot replace face to face teaching - they are aimed at supporting children to
continue learning at home during the shutdown.
●The Learning Projects have some links that take your child to websites that we have checked and approved. If
the internet or computer is not available to your child, there are alternative suggestions of tasks that can be
completed without the internet.
Each weekly project has a daily age specific learning opportunities in maths, reading and writing. Each project
is based on a theme - this is to ensure that parents with multiple primary school children have only one theme
to consider. This also provides the opportunity for learning collaboration amongst siblings at home. Families
can focus on a joint topic and theme to promote family wide learning.
Each project has a balance between learning that relies on technology and learning that utilises the internet.
Simplicity is king and therefore the projects are intentionally kept to two sides of A4 to make them
manageable for parents to access.
There is a recommended order to deliver the projects in but these do not have to be followed and parents can
choose the project that best suits the week and their children’s interests.
It is helpful if families agree a timetable for each day as this will provide structure, routine and focus to every
day during the shutdown. We hope you find this centralised online learning resource and web links an easy to
manage format.
Teachers have worked quickly to create these projects and welcome any feedback on improvements we can
make during the shutdown. The most important thing I can do is to assure you that a skilled and dedicated
team of teachers across all the schools in the Trinity Federation and Morville School are focused on preparing
the best learning opportunities possible for your children whatever the coming weeks may hold.
With very best wishes,
Lisa Holt
Director of Teaching and Learning

